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Abstract
Export capacity can be used to integrate global networks in order to facilitate
and enhance regional economic development. This tactic has been especially
prevalent since the 1990s. This study focuses on the relationship between export
capacity and regional economic success based on case study findings in 81 Turkish provinces. The findings of the case study are first discussed in terms of Turkish
geography. Modeling results show that although there is a positive and significant
relationship between regional income and industrial development in terms of export capacity, a region’s centrality in national networks is not related to its export
capacity. Accordingly, the positive relationship between a border effect and export
capacity is likely to yield economic development strategies for border regions.
Keywords
Border regions, Export capacity, Global networks, Regional economic success,
Provinces in Turkey.



1. Introduction
Export capacity has been an effective
way of integrating global networks, and
has frequently been used in scientific
articles as an unambiguous measurement of global networks (Rodrigue,
  ±BWVʰHJM  ,OJHIU    *Ocreasing exports in high value-added
products is an important regional economic development strategy. In the regional development literature, there is
a number of studies highlighting the
positive relationship between regional
export capacity and economic regional
success (Storper and Harrison, 1991,
4BMBJ.BSUJO    ćFSFGPSF  JU IBT
become increasingly important to accurately and comprehensively measure
regional economic success. Here, regional income data is primarily used
in addition to other related economic
variables.
The main objective of the paper is
to demonstrate to what extent a high
export capacity as an effective way
of integrating global networks at the
provincial level positively interacts
with the economic success and, by extension border effect. Specifically, we
JOWFTUJHBUF  /654 QSPWJODFT JO
Turkey. In this context, sub-hypotheses determine which indicators are to
be used to measure economic success
and the relation of these indicators to
the export capacity. Accordingly, this
research contributes to the evaluation
and reexamination of regional economic framework.
The paper is organized as follows.
Section two describes the theoretical
framework of finding relationships between export capacity and economic
success. Section three introduces the
methodological design used to evaluate the case study. The fourth section
fully explains the case study findings.
'JOBMMZ  UIF DPODMVTJPOT GSPN UIJT QBper follow in Section five.
2.Theoretical framework: Export
capacity as a means of integration
with global networks and subsequent
economic success
The impact of foreign trade on economic growth has been a topic of debate for many years, in different disciQMJOFT #FMMPVNJ  ćFTFEFCBUFT
JODSFBTFE BęFS UIF T  FTQFDJBMMZ

when countries abandoned protectionist policies and adapted free trade
policies. Regional growth discussions
regarding exports were based on the
expectation that exports would bring
economic success and income increases. To a large extent, this has come to
fruition with globalization (Hirst, GraIBNFBOE#SPNMFZ  
In particular, the role of foreign
trade in regional growth models has
developed in parallel with the development of free-trade policies and the
emergence of the internal growth modFM3PNFS  BSHVFTUIBUUIFMJCFSalization of foreign trade will create
positive effects on economic conditions
and lead to economic growth. EconoNJTUT TVDI BT ,SVHNBO   
(SPTTNBOBOE)FMQNBO  
BOE3PNFS  IBWFDPOEVDUed important studies on this subject.
'PS FYBNQMF  JO DPNQFUJUJWF OFUworks, producers and consumers in
distant regions can share information through foreign trade activities.
(SPTTNBO BOE )FMQNBO   MJOL
long-term regional economic success
to knowledge spillover through international trade, arguing that global
competitiveness affects regional development. Specifically, regional integration into the global economy is one of
the most important factors determining regional development and potential development. In general, a region’s
competitive advantage is measured by
its integration into global networks.
In this vein, a region’s industrial production plays an important role in its
economic success. Industrial clustering approaches, which emerged in tandem with internal growth approaches,
are indicative of how important industry is for economic success. These
approaches focus on the spatial and
organizational structure of particular
JOEVTUSJFT %FMHBEP FUBM $PPLF
 .PSHBO   4DIJNJU[    "Mthough studies on clustering primarily
emphasize emerging local networks of
related industries, various studies have
shown that the capacity of local clusters to connect with global networks
contributes to the economic success of
UIFJSSFHJPOT "SNBUMFUBM &SBZEO  "SNBUM   #BQUJTUB  
Such geographically disparate interre-
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latedness on both the local and global
scales is also redefining our concepts of
space and distance. Because of this, the
means of production can range from
local to global networks. This distribution can vary depending on the nature
of an industry, company, production
structure, and technological novelty.
As local networks prohibit growth for
many emerging and existing compaOJFT $SFTQP  FUBM   (MBTNFJFS 
  UIF JNQPSUBODF PG HMPCBM SFMBtionships and the combination of different network types is becoming more
FWJEFOU &SBZEO  "SNBUM   
"TIFJN  *TBLTFO   'SFFM  
1BUSVDDP    (JWFO UIFTF OFUXPSL
types, access to a national market and
centrality within national networks
has been especially prominent factors
in cluster discussions. However, the
power of such integration into national
networks has not been clearly defined
as for integration with global networks
"SNBUM )FNFSU FUBM ڀ
In addition, the concept of a regional economic success within global networks has brought about terms
such as “world cities” and “global citJFTw 'SJFENBOO  4BTTFO 
"MEFSTPO  #FDLĕFME   " HMPCBM
city’s economic success is not defined
JOUFSNTPGBMMPGJUTJOEVTUSJFTSBUIFS 
its information-based services are critically important. In transaction networks between cities, migration, tourism, and business travel, among other
migratory activities, enable quick and
widespread development.
Accordingly, the mobility of capital and information define urban networks. People, capital, and information networks play an important role
in the power and centrality of cities
within larger networks. Interestingly,
economic success in global urban approaches is formulated through global
networks, while being centralized in
national networks is not directly linked
to economic success. This is directly related to export capacity, which is
the main indicator of integration into
global networks, regardless of whether
or not there are advantages in spatial
proximity and spatial continuity (borEFSSFHJPOT 
Border regions are crucial case studies through which to understand the

contradictions and dynamics of globalization that the whole world faces (Her[PH  4JODFCPSEFSSFHJPOTBSFBO
administrative boundary, both sides
depend on different administrative
SFHVMBUJPOT DPVOUSJFT  BOE JOUFSOBtional agreements to regulate interregional trade. However, as threats, such
as terrorism, increase with globalization, governments’ security demands
make borders more important, thereby
reducing a city’s commerce from their
QFSNFBCJMJUZ )FS[PH  
Therefore, the availability of infrastructure, such as transport, is also
determined by this permeability. Between neighboring countries, a speDJBM TFU PG BHSFFNFOUT QSPNPUF USBEF
however, in extreme cases such as war,
border crossing is heavily regulated.
%FTQJUF UIF FYJTUFODF PG JOUFSOBUJPOBM
commercial agreements, the attractiveness of border regions is not as high as
that of regions connected to national
and global networks. Thus, this geographical and political reality must be
utilized to gain competitiveness for regional economic success.
3. Methodological aspects of the
case study; Export capacity and
regional economic success
This study investigates how provincial economic success influences export capacity, which is considered to
be an effective way of connecting with
global networks. Important metrics of
provincial economic success are employment in the manufacturing sector, regional income, integration into
the national network, and the border
effect. In response, the following research questions have been posed:
t Is there a relationship between export capacity and income level in a
region?
t How does a regionally clustered
manufacturing industry affect regional export capacity?
t How does integration into a national market affect regional export capacity?
t What is the relationship between
border regions and regional export
capacity?
Level databases for all 81 provinces
/654  JO 5VSLFZ XFSF TFBSDIFE JO
response to these research questions. A
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regression analysis was then utilized to
assess the data. Here, provincial export
capacity was the dependent variable,
while income, employment within the
manufacturing industry, level of integration into the national network, and
border conditions served as independent variables.
563,45"5  FYQPSU EBUB XBT
used to assess the export capacity of all
provinces. Table 1 shows the definition
and data source for the four independent variables. The assumption in including income in the model based on
the case study data is that high-income
regions will have greater export capacity. In order to capture regional income
data, accrued income tax data has been
used. In cases where there is no proWJODJBM(%1EBUB TVDIBT5VSLFZ UIJT
metric is an acceptable approximation
of income distribution.
'VSUIFSNPSF  JU XBT QSFEJDUFE UIBU
manufacturing production would be
highest in areas densely populated
with manufacturing facilities, and the
resulting comparative increase in production would result in more exports.
Accordingly, manufacturing industry employment was measured by the
number of employees registered in
the manufacturing industry in a given province according to SSI records

  *O UIF NPEFM  QSPWJODJBM DFOtrality values within the national network analysis were used as proxy for
national networks.
An Eigenvector centrality value derived from a statistical network analysis
of provincial airway, railway, and road
data has been used to represent the national network. Here, the weight of the
nodal points in the cluster/neighboring unit and the distance between the
points were calculated using GEPHI
TPęXBSF /FXNBO  .D4XFFOFZ 
 'PSBJSMJOFTBOESBJMXBZT &JHFOvector centrality values were calculated
TFQBSBUFMZ$POWFSTFMZ JUXBTOPUQPTsible to carry out a network analysis
for highway data using GEPHI because
there were no definite exit and destination data.
'PSUIJTSFBTPO UIFIJHIXBZ&JHFOvector centralization value was determined to be the sum of traffic flow
from other provinces to the provincial
center, and from the provincial center
to other provinces. After determining
the total number of vehicles for each
province, a centrality value between 0
and 1 was produced by setting the valVF PG UIF IJHIFTU QSPWJODF *TUBOCVM 
at 1. Ultimately, a single centrality was
obtained from three centrality values
acquired by weighting airway, railway,

Table 1. The variables used in the model.
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and highway data equally and deriving
a single Eigenvector centrality value for
each province.
The last variable addressed in the
model was the border effect, with the
expectation that spatial proximity to
exporting countries will increase export capacity. In previous studies, both
regional development and economic
success were lower in border provinces. However, if the regional success
metrics are low in border regions, the
regions are expected to stand out in export capacity. In the model, border regions are considered dummy variables.
4. Findings from the case study
The dependent and independent
variables used in the model were examined spatially, for Turkish provincFT  CFGPSF SFHSFTTJPO BOBMZTFT 0-4 
Specifically, export capacity, the dependent variable, was analyzed spatially, followed by income tax, employment in the manufacturing sector, and
centrality within the national network.
4.1. Export capacity of Turkish
provinces
Provincial share of total exports, total imports, and the value of exports
minus imports were geographically
evaluated for each Turkish province.
4.1.1. Export capacity of provinces
The national distribution of provincial export shares revealed that exporting provinces are located in the West
and South. The following four main
export regions were identified: the
Izmir region, Ankara region, Istanbul
region, and Adana-Gaziantep region,
each with its own surrounding prov-

JODFT 'JHVSF   *TUBOCVM BDDPVOUFE
GPSPGUPUBMFYQPSUTNBEFJO5VSLFZJOćFUPQQSPWJODFT FBDI
XJUIPSNPSFTIBSFPGUPUBMOBUJPOBM
exports, accounted for an aggregate of
PG5VSLFZTFYQPSUT
The remaining 69 provinces shared
 PG 5VSLFZT FYQPSUT ,PDBFMJ 
Bursa, and Sakarya formed a dominant
region near İstanbul that was responsiCMFGPS PG5VSLFZTFYQPSUTćF
QSPWJODF PG ,PDBFMJ DBNF JO TFDPOE 
after Istanbul, in total share of national exports, while the Bursa province
SBOLFEUIJSE,PDBFMJTTIBSFPGFYQPSUT
XBT BOE#VSTBTTIBSFXBT
5PHFUIFS *TUBOCVMSFHJPOXJUIUIF,Pcaeli, Bursa, and Sakarya provinces acDPVOUFEGPSPG5VSLFZTFYQPSUT
$MFBSMZ  *TUBOCVM BOE UIF TVSSPVOEJOH
provinces were the most important exQPSUFSTJO5VSLFZJO
/FBS ɗ[NJS  .BOJTB BOE %FOJ[MJ
stood out as an important export zone
'JHVSF ɗ[NJSSBOLFEUI XJUI
of Turkey’s exports. The total national export share of İzmir, Manisa, and
%FOJ[MJ XBT  ćJT WBMVF XBT GBS
lower than that of the region defined
by Istanbul and its surrounding provJODFT .FBOXIJMF  "OLBSB SBOLFE UI
in export share, following İzmir, with
TIBSF
ćF UPUBM TIBSF PG "OLBSB  ,POZB 
BOE &TLJʰFIJS XBT   XIJMF (B[JBOUFQ  "EBOB  )BUBZ  BOE ,BZTFSJ
IBE B TIBSF PG  ćF ,BISBNBONBSBʰ BOE .FSTJO QSPWJODFT BSF BMTP
located on the periphery of this region
'JHVSF ćF(B[JBOUFQ "EBOB )BUBZ  BOE ,BZTFSJ SFHJPO IBE B IJHIFS
share than that of Ankara and its surrounding cities.
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The eastern border provinces comprising Mardin, Şırnak, and Hakkari
also had a higher share than that of othFSFBTUFSOQSPWJODFT 'JHVSF )PXFWer, political international problems with
Southeastern neighbors that emerged
in last years, arose questions whether
there has been any changes in exports
at the border provinces in the region.
Therefore, the changes in exports beUXFFOBOEIBTCFFOTDSVUJnizes to see the outcomes of these political international changes. With recent
changes in export regulations between
 BOE   ɮSOBLT BOE )BLLBSJT
individual shares, and those of total
national exports, have decreased by apQSPYJNBUFMZ IBMG 563,45"5   
However, Mardin has maintained its
export volume and its share within the
country during this period.
%FTQJUFUIJTEFDSFBTFJOFYQPSUWPMume, the Mardin, Şırnak, and Hakkari
regions have maintained their critical
positions as important exporters in
 BOEBSFBNPOHUIFUPQQSPWinces in Turkey in terms of export volume. Moreover, this region’s isolation
from all eastern provinces has made it
an interesting border region. As border
provinces, Gaziantep and Hatay have
maintained a higher export value than
developed provinces in West Anatolia.
4.1.2. Import capacity of provinces
In Turkey, the distribution of provincial imports has followed a similar pattern as that in the exports map
'JHVSF   *NQPSUT PG XFTUFSO BOE
southern provinces are most volumiOPVT 'JHVSF   ćF ɗ[NJS  "OLBSB 
Istanbul, and Adana-Gaziantep-Ha-

tay regions have been identified as the
NBJOJNQPSU[POFT 'JHVSF *TUBOCVM
BDDPVOUFE GPS  PG UPUBM 5VSLJTI
JNQPSUTJOćFUPQQSPWJODFT 
FBDIXJUINPSFUIBOTIBSFPGUPUBM
OBUJPOBM JNQPSUT  DPOTUJUVUF  PG
Turkey’s imports in aggregate.
ćF SFNBJOJOH  QSPWJODFT TIBSFE
 PG 5VSLFZT JNQPSUT *TUBOCVM BDDPVOUT GPS  PG 5VSLFZT JNQPSUT 
while the nearby Bursa and Sakarya
regions formed a dominant import
SFHJPO ,PDBFMJ DBNF JO TFDPOE QMBDF
after Istanbul in national import share,
and Bursa finished the fiscal year in
ĕęIQMBDFJO,PDBFMJTTIBSFPGOBUJPOBMJNQPSUTXBT XIJMF#VSTBT
TIBSFXBTćF*TUBOCVMSFHJPO ɗTUBOCVM  ,PDBFMJ  BOE #VSTB QSPWJODFT 
BDDPVOUFE GPS  PG 5VSLFZT UPUBM
imports. Istanbul and its surrounding
region were the dominant importers
BOEFYQPSUFSTJO5VSLFZJO
İzmir and its nearby provinces,
.BOJTBBOE%FOJ[MJ DPOTUJUVUFBOPUIFSTBMJFOUJNQPSUBSFB 'JHVSF ɗ[NJS
XBTrdJOJNQPSUT XJUITIBSFPG
the national import volume. The total
national import share of İzmir, Manisa,
BOE %FOJ[MJ XBT  ćJT WBMVF XBT
far behind that of the region containing Istanbul and its surrounding provJODFT*OBEEJUJPO "OLBSBSBOLFEUI
JO OBUJPOBM JNQPSU TIBSF  XJUI 
of the national total, following İzmir.
1SPWJODFTBSPVOE"OLBSB ,POZBBOE
&TLJʰFIJS EJEOPUTIPXVQJOJNQPSUJOH QSPWJODFT 'JOBMMZ  (B[JBOUFQ  "EBOB  BOE )BUBZ JNQPSUFE   PG UIF
HPPETJO5VSLFZćF,BISBNBONBSBʰ
and Mersin provinces are located on
UIFQFSJQIFSZPGUIJTSFHJPO 'JHVSF 
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Other than the four main import
[POFT EFĕOFE BCPWF 'JHVSF   UIFSF
is no other region that stood out in
terms of import quantity. The border
area containing Mardin, Şırnak, and
Hakkari was highly ranked in exports,
CVU OPU JO JNQPSUT 'JHVSF   "MUFSnatively, the border region containing
Gaziantep and Hatay stood out in imports, but was still more successful in
terms of exports.
4.1.3. Provincial exports minus
imports
Overall, Istanbul, Ankara, and İzmir
-the three leading metropolitan areas
in Turkey – were much more reliant
PO FYQPSUT UIBO JNQPSUT $POWFSTFMZ 
the Hatay province can be evaluated in
the same group as Ankara and İzmir,
wherein the export capacity was far
CFIJOEUIBUGPSJNQPSUT 'JHVSF ćF
top eight provinces in which there were
NPSF FYQPSUT UIBO JNQPSUT JO 
XFSF ,PDBFMJ  #VSTB  4BLBSZB  .BOJTB 
Gaziantep, Trabzon, Mardin, and ŞırOBL 'JHVSF 

The value of provincial exports minus imports in a given region is defined
by its spatial integrity, consisting of 11
provinces located in Southwestern TurLFZ 'JHVSF *OQBSUJDVMBS UIFTPVUIern border region, extending from
Gaziantep to Hakkari, stood out as a
region consisting of border provinces,
where exports outnumbered imports.
4.2. Indicators of regional economic
success in Turkish provinces
In this section, income level, employment in the manufacturing industry and provincial centrality in the national network are analyzed in terms of
economic stability.
4.2.1. Total provincial income tax
Istanbul and Ankara were first in
JODPNF UBY  GPMMPXFE CZ ,PDBFMJ  #VSTB ɗ[NJS BOE"OUBMZB 'JHVSF ćF
group with the third highest income tax
consisted mostly of provinces located
in western regions. Istanbul’s share of
UPUBMJODPNFUBYXBT BOE"OLBSBTTIBSFXBT 5BCMF #FZPOE
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UIF UPQ UXP  ɗ[NJST TIBSF XBT  
#VSTBT XBT   BOE ,PDBFMJT TIBSF
XBT .JOJTUSZPG'JOBODF  
Although the three metropolitan areas
were leading at all the economic development indicators, Istanbul was clear
ahead of all metropolitan regions .
'VSUIFSNPSF  JODPNF UBY BDDSVFE
in the region consisting of Bartın,
,BSBCàL  ±BOLS  ,SLLBMF  ,SʰFIJS 
/FWʰFIJS  "LTBSBZ  BOE /JʓEF  XIJDI
EFTDFOET GSPN #BSUO JO UIF /PSUI UP
/JʓEF  XBT DPOTJEFSBCMZ MPXFS UIBO
that of surrounding areas. In the West,
#JMFDJL 6ʰBL *TQBSUB BOE#VSEVSBMTP
had a lower income tax rate than the
TVSSPVOEJOHBSFBT 'JHVSF 
This income tax map differs from
the foreign trade maps according to its
spatial pattern. Specifically, the provinces in the East, including Hatay, Ga[JBOUFQ ɮBOMVSGB 7BO ,SLLBMF BOE
Edirne, also stood out in terms of inDPNFUBY 'JHVSF 
4.2.2. Employment in the
manufacturing industry
Provincial employment in the manufacturing industry has been indicaUJWF PG FDPOPNJD TVDDFTT 'JHVSF  
The manufacturing industry in IstanCVM XBT BU UIF UPQ PG UIF MJTU JO  
with a very concentrated workforce.
Industrialization has also developed in
provinces where income tax was high.
,PDBFMJ  #VSTB  "OLBSB  BOE ɗ[NJS
were the four leading manufacturing
provinces, following Istanbul. While
Istanbul’s manufacturing labor force
DPNQSJTFE  PG UIF OBUJPOBM UPUBM
JO #VSTBTTIBSF UIFTFDPOEIJHIFTUJO5VSLFZ XBTɗ[NJSGPMMPXFE

XJUIBTIBSFPGUIFOBUJPOBMXPSLforce, while Ankara ranked fourth,
XJUIBTIBSF 44*  
*TUBOCVM  ,PDBFMJ BOE #VSTB DPOTUJtute a region that is spatially integrated, has a concentrated manufacturing
industry, and influences its surrounding provinces. İzmir and Ankara
were other agglomeration regions of
manufacturing industry. Sakarya and
5FLJSEBʓDPNQSJTFBSFHJPOBDDPVOUJOH
GPSPGUPUBMOBUJPOBMFNQMPZNFOU
JO UIF NBOVGBDUVSJOH TFDUPS JO 
%FOJ[MJBOE.BOJTB MPDBUFEPOUIFQFSJQIFSZ PG ɗ[NJS  BDDPVOUFE GPS 
of national employment in the manuGBDUVSJOH TFDUPS  XIJMF &TLJʰFIJS BOE
,POZB  OFJHICPSJOH DJUJFT PG "OLBSB 
IBE  PG UPUBM JOEVTUSJBM FNQMPZment.
,BZTFSJ  "EBOB  ,BISBNBONBSBʰ 
and Gaziantep are co-located in an inEVTUSJBM[POFUIBUBDDPVOUTGPSPG
the total industrial employment in this
region. In addition, Istanbul, İzmir,
and Ankara were industrial centers in
 'JHVSF 8JUIJOUIFGPVSJEFOUJfied industrial regions, Istanbul and its
neighbors were, and continue to be, at
the forefront, while the employment in
the other three industrial regions does
not significantly differ from each other.
Most of the eastern and southeastern provinces had low levels of manVGBDUVSJOH FNQMPZNFOU 'JHVSF  
±BOLS  ,SLLBMF  ,SʰFIJS  /FWʰFIJS 
BOE:P[HBUJOUIF$FOUSBM"OBUPMJBSFgion were also emerging as their own
region that was spatially integrated
with the surrounding regions, and
national manufacturing industry emQMPZNFOU TIBSFT XFSF MPX 'JHVSF  
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'JHVSF  TIPXT UIBU BTJEF GSPN (Bziantep, the manufacturing industry in
border provinces were less developed
JO
4.2.3. Centrality of provinces
in national networks
In evaluating integration with the
national network according to a cenUSBMJUZWBMVF *TUBOCVM "OLBSB ,PDBFMJ 
and İzmir emerged as a clear top-tier
HSPVQ JO  ćF TFDPOE HSPVQ JODMVEFE4BLBSZB #VSTB ,POZB "OUBMZB 
Mersin, Adana, Hatay, and Gaziantep
'JHVSF 
'JHVSFTIPXTUIBU*TUBOCVMBOEJUT
surroundings, the Izmir, Ankara, and
"EBOBSFHJPO )BUBZ (B[JBOUFQ ,BZTFSJ BOE"OUBMZBXFSFBUUIFGPSFGSPOU
Border regions east of Şanlıurfa had a
low level of integration into the nationBMOFUXPSLJO 'JHVSF "QPTTJble reason for this is that they had very
few international air transport connections, nor were there any major railway
connections. However, the provinces
with railroad connections were not
central and decisive in the network. In
other words border provinces east of
Şanlıurfa were not centralized in national networks.
4.3. Modeling results
In the model, the dependent variable
was provincial export capacity, while
the independent variables were regional income, manufacturing industry
employment, integration into the national network, and border conditions.
The preferred regression method was
the ordinary least squares method. By
taking the logarithms of variables with

QPTJUJWFWBMVFT  PWFSBXJEFSBOHF 
the variance can be softened and the
range of variables reduced, so that the
estimators would not be significantly
affected by extreme values.
The independent variables accountFE GPS  PG UIF DIBOHF JO UIF EFQFOEFOUWBSJBCMFćFDPSSFDUFE3XBT
 BOEUIFJOEFQFOEFOUWBSJBCMFT
BDDPVOUFE GPS  PG UIF DIBOHF JO
export capacity dependence. The model established in this study was at a statistically significant level of 0.01 (f-test:
  BOE QWBMVF JT   
5BCMF 
The income tax of the region had a
positive effect on the variance, and had
B TJHOJĕDBODF PG  ćF  DIBOHF
in the log-transformed income of the
SFHJPO MFE UP BO JODSFBTF PG 
in the log-transformed regional exports. The results of the analysis support previous literature, which asserts
that foreign trade creates positive effect
POFDPOPNJDDPOEJUJPO 3PNFS  
,SVHNBO  
Manufacturing employment accounted for the growth of the industrial sector and production, with a sigOJĕDBODF PG  "  DIBOHF JO UIF
workforce labor force in the log-transformed manufacturing industry creBUFE B  JODSFBTF JO SFHJPOBM
exports. The analysis revealed that the
manufacturing industry workforce had
a positive effect on exports. This result
can be evaluated as an expected result
in accordance with the previous findings. The dependent variable, export
capacity, was considered as the main
mode of integration into a global network. Thus the third independent vari-
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Table 2. The findings of the model.

able was provincial centrality in the
national network. This variable ended
up being negative and, thus, was not
statistically significant.
At first glance, a significant relation
between export capacity and network
centrality in national networks would
be expected. However, the current literature does not emphasize national netXPSLTSBUIFS NPTUTUVEJFTFNQIBTJ[F
local and global networks in assessing
regional economic success (Hemert et
BM  ±BWVʰHJM BOE ,OJHIU   
Therefore, results of the case study do
not contradict this literature. In this
vein, if a region is integrated into global networks, it may prefer not to engage
in competition in the national market.
The last variable in the model, the
border effect, had a positive effect on
export capacity and a significance level
of 0.01. This variable also had the highest coefficient of variation. While the
other variables were consistent with
and reflected regional development,
the border effect required the analysis
of less developed border regions. The
analysis showed that in the economic development of the border regions,
increasing export capacity was an important regional development strategy.
5.Conclusion
Export analysis at the provincial
level reveals that exporting provinces are located in the West and South
of Turkey. There are four main export

zones: the Istanbul, Izmir, Ankara, and
Adana-Gaziantep regions. Without
considering neighboring provinces, Istanbul alone accounted for more than
IBMG PG UIF DPVOUSZT FYQPSUT JO 
Including neighboring provinces further increased Istanbul’s share of national exports. Almost half of Turkey’s
exports originated in a large geographJDBMSFHJPOJO XIJDIFOHFOEFSFE
dramatic developmental differences
between Istanbul and other regions.
Istanbul’s export total was followed by
that of metropolitan areas and their
surrounding provinces.
In addition to metropolitan settlements with high export and import
values, there were provinces with conDFOUSBUFE NBOVGBDUVSJOH BT %FOJ[MJ 
,BZTFSJ  BOE (B[JBOUFQ  BOE QSPWJODes at Southeast border where border
trade was intense. Especially compared
to their economic success, the exports
of provinces at Southeastern provinces
border were above Turkey’s average.
These findings suggest that export
capacity plays an important role in
the economic success of Turkish regions. In particular, there is a positive
relationship between regional income
level, export capacity, and regional economic success. Moreover, the modeling
results show that there is a meaningful
relationship between the clustering of
manufacturing industry and regional
export capacity. The four prominent
regions in Turkey are the four main
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metropolitan areas (Istanbul, Ankara,
*[NJSBOE"EBOB XJUIUIFJSTVSSPVOEing provinces. Here, exports, income,
and manufacturing are concentrated.
The results also indicate that playing
a central role in national networks has
no significant effect on export capacity.
Accordingly, it can be concluded that
national networks are not as important
for regional economic success as local
and global networks, which is in accordance with current literature (Hemert
FU BM   'VSUIFSNPSF  UIFSF JT B
positive significant relationship between border regions and export capacity.
Although foreign trade is expected to be relatively more developed in
border provinces, where it is difficult
to reach a national market, commercial agreements with neighboring
countries determine the development
of border trade. In addition, political
and economic integration of territories
separated by national borders can enable border regions to take advantage
of their spatial proximity to external
NBSLFUT /JFCVIS BOE 4UJMMFS   
Therefore, it will be important to develop international trade opportunities in
the eastern and southeastern Anatolian
and Thracian provinces.
%FWFMPQJOH USBOTQPSU MJOLT BOE MPgistics centers to improve trade relations with neighboring countries, as
well as improving public services in
customs and free trade, will stimulate
economic development by facilitating
foreign trade activities within developmental nodes stated in the ‘proposals
for spatial organization of settlements’.
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